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Abstract 

 The prospects for enhanced Positron Emission Tomography imaging using liquid xenon (LXe) 

gamma ray detectors had been examined.  Monte-Carlo simulations using GEANT4 were performed and 

the results were used to study the expected performance of a small animal PET scanner in comparison 

with a simulated conventional small animal scanner (LSO Focus 120).  A NEMA-like cylinder phantom 

and an image contrast phantom were simulated with both scanners to compare performance 

characteristics.  A Compton reconstruction algorithm was developed for the LXe scanner, and its 

performance and limitations studied.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Medical imaging is used to identify and map anatomic features or biological concentrations of 

molecules, in order to diagnose illness, prescribe treatments, and visualize results.  Various types of 

scanners are available for modern physicians, each with a purpose suitable for differing applications.  

One of the imaging techniques of growing importance is Positron Emission Tomography, or PET.  PET 

is a functional scanning technique that excels in revealing biological processes and related pathologies.  

This thesis will outline the challenges facing present-day PET scanners, and show how a liquid xenon 

(LXe) gamma ray detector might address the limitations of the existing scanners.  Finally, a comparison 

of the simulated performance of an LXe scanner to a traditional scintillating crystal-equipped Focus 120 

scanner will be discussed.
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1.1  Positron Emission Tomography 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a relatively new medical imaging technology developed in the 

last century.  While the basic principles were well understood in the 1950’s, with the first coincidence 

counting positron detectors built by Gordon Brownell and H.H. Sweet in 1952, the technique only 

became viable in the late 20th century as a research and diagnostic tool with the introduction of sensitive 

detectors and the rapid increase in computing power. 

 The basic concept of PET revolves around radioisotopes injected into patients that decay by 

emitting a positron, which then annihilates with a nearby electron up to a few mm away to produce two 

orthogonally polarized photons each with 511 keV energy and heading in opposite directions.  The idea 

is to detect these oppositely traveling photons, and trace the Lines of Response (LOR), lines between 

detector pairs that detected the gamma rays in coincidence, which then can be used to infer where the 

original positron-electron annihilations occurred, and by extension the source location of the 

radioisotopes.  By combining these LORs, it becomes possible to mathematically reconstruct a map of 

the annihilation locations, and thus the distribution of the radioisotopes within the subject. 

 Unlike scanners that are used to visualize anatomy such as Computed Tomography (CT) that 

reveal detailed physiological features, PET is a functional scanning method.  By incorporating 

radioisotopes into biologically relevant molecules such as sugar or water, one creates radiotracers known 

as radiopharmaceuticals that can be tracked to reveal how the organisms in study transport and utilize 

these molecules, which then can shed light on the biological processes in question, and reveal 

abnormalities.  For example, tumour cells are inefficient glucose processors, and as such a high glucose 

intake is required to fuel tumour growth.  Therefore by injecting the patient with 

18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), a glucose analog where a radioactive fluorine atom has replaced an 

oxygen atom, a PET scan can provide a concentration map of glucose metabolism that can then be used 

as a staging procedure to diagnose cancer spread. 

 

1.2  Nature of PET 

PET scans revolve around radioactive isotopes that decay via positron emission.  These positrons, being 

the anti-particles to electrons, typically travel about 1 mm before annihilating with nearby electrons.  

The products of annihilation are two 511 keV energy (rest mass of electron) photons heading in opposite 

directions.  As the electron in orbit around the atom is moving prior to annihilation, momentum 

conservation results in the two photons travelling collinearly with minute variations (FWHM 0.5
o
).  

This acollinearity results in deviation between the established LOR of a photon-pair and the actual 

annihilation point, introducing degradation to reconstructed PET images in the forms of blurring.  

Larger detectors are in principle more susceptible to the effects of acollinearity due to the increasing 

separations between detected coincident photons that span a distance on the order of the PET scanner’s 

diameter. 

 The setup of PET scanner is typically a ring geometry (Figure 1.2.1).  By arranging the detector 
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array around the center of the field of view, one attempts to capture the pairs of 511 keV photons from 

each annihilation in coincidence, and establishes the associated Line of Response (LOR).  Collectively, 

these LORs are elements of the system’s response to the radioactive source, known as sinograms.  The 

sinograms are the “three-dimensional representation[s] of the [radioisotope] signal measured at a given 

angle in the imaging plane at varying distances r along the detector array” [1]  Finally, using image 

reconstruction algorithms, an image map of the source distribution within the patient is made from the 

sinogram data. 

 

Figure 1.2.1.  Principles of PET.  Annihilations of positron-electron pairs produce 511 

keV photons that are detected, in coincidence, by ring detector arrays.  Then, the 

associated Line of Response for each annihilation is mapped into sinogram space, and 

finally reconstructed as an image map detailing the radiopharmaceutical distribution 

within the patient [F. Retière’s PowerPoint presentation slide]. 

 

1.3  Challenges of PET 

While the fundamental concepts of PET are fairly straightforward, its practical implementation is not as 

simple due to various background noise contributions.  Because nuclear decay is an inherently random 

process, all radioisotopes have identically the same probability to decay and produce pairs of 511 keV 

photons in any given time period.  For PET imaging, the commonly used radioisotopes (e.g. Carbon-11, 

Nitrogen-13, Oxygen-15, Flourine-18, and etc.) have half-lives ranging from minutes (e.g. 2.04 minutes 

for C-11) to hours (e.g. 1.83 hours for F-18), and even days (e.g. 275 days for Germanium-68) [2].  
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Photons from two separate annihilations can occur nearly simultaneously as shown in Figure 1.3.1a, and 

the resultant LOR from such a Random coincidence is not representative of the actual source distribution.  

As the source activity increases, the detection rate of Randoms increases quadratically, and thus 

introduces a major source of background noise at higher activities.  To reduce the impact of Randoms, 

statistical data subtraction by delayed sampling is sometimes used [3].  An alternate subtraction method 

is carried out by calculating the random rates between detector pairs using the detection rates of single 

events of each detector element [4]. 

 Randoms are not the only source of background noise.  Before being photoelectrically absorbed 

by matter, 511 keV photons often undergo single or multiple Compton scatterings, where the photons 

lose some energy and change trajectories through collision with atomic electrons, and the lost energy 

absorbed by the recoiled electrons.  Scattered events, where the photons Compton scatter en-route to the 

detector is another source of image noise where the LOR from scattered photons will not reflect the 

actual annihilation positions (see Figure 1.3.1b). 

 The main method of reducing noise from scattered events is through the use of energy thresholds.  

Based on the idea that scattered photons have lost energy before interacting in the detector, one can 

screen out Scatter events by requiring a minimum total energy to be deposited by each photon.  Ideally, 

this lower threshold should be as close to 511 keV as possible, so only full energy photons are allowed; 

but due to instrumental limitations in energy resolution, this threshold must be set lower to ensure good 

detection efficiency.  As a result, energy resolution of the detector plays a key role in noise reduction. 

 

Figure 1.3.1.  Interaction topology for a) Random, b) Scatter, and c) True coincidences. 

 Even if a pair of photons detected was not a Random or Scatter type, and is therefore a True event 

(i.e. a detected unscattered event from a single annihilation as shown in Figure 1.3.1c), the photons can 

still undergo multiple interactions in the detector medium.  To obtain the best reconstructed images, 

ideally one would want to identify, among all the interaction sites, the first points where the photons 

interacted in the detector in order to trace back the correct LOR.  However, this requires the scanner to 

have the ability to resolve photon interactions in the detector either temporally or spatially.  To do so 
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temporally requires an instrumental timing resolution in the pico-second (ps) range, which is uncommon 

for PET where usually the timing resolutions are in the nano-seconds (ns) range.  See [5] for details on 

the time-of-flight PET scanners.  As for the possibility of spatial separations, conventional PET 

scanners also do not possess the ability to resolve separate interactions within a single detector block.  

Instead, multiple scatterings within a single detector head for conventional PET would produce 

scintillation light which would collectively be mapped onto a single crystal position, introducing 

discretization on the order of crystal-to-crystal separation distance leading to limited resolution (Figure 

1.3.2).  In short, with current generation PET scanners, the resolution limitation posed by separate 

Compton events occurred in the detector cannot be remedied easily. 

 To complicate matters more, conventional scanners use scintillating crystals as their detection 

medium for the 511 keV photons.  No Depth of Interaction (DOI) information is measured with 

scintillating crystals, i.e. no information regarding where within a crystal the photon deposited its energy.  

Instead, whenever a crystal is triggered, regardless of where the energy deposition took place in the 

crystal, the interaction is assigned a fixed position coordinate that is typically near the center of the 

crystal in question.  In the case of multiple crystals being triggered, an average position may be used, or 

the event may be rejected due to the ambiguity in position.  Since the crystals are of finite size and 

length, this not only limits the position resolution of the system to the size of the crystals, but also 

introduces parallax error where the reconstructed LOR deviate from the source annihilation points, and 

leads to distortions away from the center of the field of view (Figure 1.3.2). 

 

Figure 1.3.2.  Illustration of the limitations of PET based on scintillating crystals; at the 

bottom left a photon Compton scattered into a nearby crystal, so either an average 

position has to be used, or the event has to be rejected because it is not known which 

crystal was triggered first.  On the right side is an example of parallax error where the 

actual photon interaction points are unknown, so by using the specific position point 

associated with each crystal, the apparent LOR in red is far from the actual photon path 

in black.  This effect is more pronounced further away from the center of the field of 

view.  The figure is not to scale.  Actual crystals are much shorter in length.  Scale 
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exaggeration intended to demonstrate the nature of parallax error. 

 To combat the lack of DOI measurement in the traditional systems, various approaches had been 

proposed.  One technique suggested the employment of two rings of detector, one outer and one inner, 

which use scintillating crystals with different decay time constants.  By the interplay of the different 

decaying times, one in principle can gauge whether a photon interacted within the inner or the outer 

crystal array, thus providing a basic DOI measurement [6].  Other techniques take advantages of 

computer simulations, and seek to accurately model the system response in order to reduce parallax error 

when reconstructing image [7].
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Chapter 2 

Motivation for Using Liquid Xenon Detectors in PET 

 

To alleviate and overcome some of the shortcomings of traditional PET, a new type of detector is 

proposed that would use liquefied xenon instead of solid crystals as the detection medium for gamma 

rays.  This is a departure from conventional detectors, but it holds promise to provide sharper images 

with faster scanning and better detection efficiencies, which translates to shorter scan time and/or lower 

dosages for the patients.  This chapter will discuss the potential use of liquid xenon as a detector 

medium in PET.
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2.1  Properties of Liquid Xenon 

Liquid Xenon (LXe) has been shown to have high scintillation light output and coincidence timing 

resolution comparable to the best scintillating crystals [8,9]; it has a relatively high density of 2.9 g/cm
3
 

and high atomic number of 54, ensuring good gamma ray interaction cross-sections.  Furthermore, LXe 

lends itself naturally to the implementation of ionization charge drift chambers.  With large 

photo-electron production of about 65,000 electrons/MeV (with no applied electric field), and constant 

drift velocity of approximately 2 mm/μs for 1 kV/cm or higher electric fields, LXe charge drift chambers 

can reconstruct the energy and positions of separate interactions in three dimensions with high precision 

[10].  These properties of LXe contribute positively to identifying coincidence events and rejecting 

backgrounds Random and Scatter events, and thus to improving image qualities. 

 At the time of writing of this thesis, a  Columbia University group had reported an energy 

resolution of 1.7% (RMS) or 4.0% FWHM using light and charge signals together for 662 keV gamma 

rays in liquid xenon, and they believe that less than 1% rms is possible [11].  This is a significant 

improvement over the LSO crystals' ~17% FWHM at 662keV [12], which are commonly used in 

conventional PET scanners.  The immediate implication of better energy resolution is in the ability to set 

a tighter energy window threshold closer to 511keV, which as discussed in section 1.2, is the main 

method of rejecting background scattered events. 

 

2.2  Compton Kinematics 

Another exciting possibility of LXe PET is the use of a charge drift chamber that records ionization 

electrons liberated by photon interactions in the detector.  This allows individual interaction sites to be 

spatially resolved and measured. 

 

 

Figure 2.2.1.  Compton scattering kinematics: a photon of incoming energy E collides 

with an electron, and scatters off at an angle θ with less energy than before, while the 

recoiled electron scatters off at an angle φ [13]. 
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 When a photon collides with an atomic electron, it gives some energy to the recoiled electron.  For 

reasons of momentum and energy conservation, the photon’s trajectory also changes as a result (Figure 

2.2.1).  The Compton scattering cross section is well described by the Klein-Nishina formula, and the 

kinematics enables the use of Compton reconstruction algorithms to ascertain the true trajectory a photon 

undertakes when it scatters multiple times (See Section 4.3). 

 Since most (> 70%) 511 keV photons undergo Compton scattering in LXe before being 

photoelectrically absorbed, analysis algorithms that use Compton kinematics to constrain possible 

photon trajectories can be applied to filter through possible LORs on an event-by-event basis and select 

the most probable one.  This refinement means the best theoretical image resolution is dependent only 

on the positron range, because the drift chamber position resolution can be sub-mm in three dimensions 

[11].   

 Furthermore, since Scatter and Random events are not always possible kinematically under 

Compton constraints [14], the use of a Compton selection algorithm with a cut or weighting scheme can 

further suppress background contributions to image qualities (See Section 5.5~5.6).  This will, however, 

come at the expense of lowering overall efficiency; hence, the decision to apply this suppression will 

depend on the objectives of the scan (See Section 5.7).
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Chapter 3 

Monte-Carlo Simulation with GEANT4 

 

GEANT4 is a software package developed at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) 

whose aim is to provide computer simulations of interactions of particles through matter.  “Its areas of 

application include high energy, nuclear and accelerator physics, as well as studies in medical and space 

science” [15].  For the purpose of this thesis, Monte-Carlo simulations of small animal PET scanners 

with two phantoms and different source distributions were carried out using the GEANT4 package, and 

data analysis was carried out using ROOT [16] and MATLAB [17] analysis software.
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3.1  Detectors 

Two small animal PET scanners were simulated: one was a liquid xenon scanner, and the other was a 

MicroPET Focus 120 (F120) by Siemens [18].  In contrast to full sized PET scanners used primarily for 

human studies with inner diameter of 1 m, axial length of 25-40 cm, and crystal size of 6.75 x 6.75 x 30 

mm (e.g. a Conventional BGO scanner), small animal PET scanners are much smaller systems designed 

for animal studies; for example, the Focus 120 has inner diameter of only 14 cm, axial length of 8 cm, 

and crystal size of 1.5 x 1.5 x 10 mm (Table 3.1.1). 

 The reason for simulating the F120 was to compare simulated results with real measurements 

[19,20,21] in order to estimate how well the simulated version of the LXe small animal scanner may 

extrapolate to real prototype performance.  A GEANT4 simulation of the F120 geometry was 

constructed using the specifications listed in Table 3.1.1.  Steel of 1mm thickness was used for the 

detector casing, and the epoxy between LSO crystals [22] were approximated with water.  Figure 3.1.1 

shows a wire frame representation of the F120. 

 

Figure 3.1.1.  Wire frame representation of the Focus 120 MicroPET Detector. 
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 Similarly, a simulation of the proposed LXe detector was made with the specifications listed in 

Table 3.1.2.  Steel of 1 mm thickness was again used for the detector casing, and 12 cm radial thickness 

of LXe was simulated to ensure good detection efficiency (~3 photon length).  Active volume 

segmentation was not simulated for the LXe detector; instead its effects on solid angle and thus 

sensitivity were estimated (See Section 6.1).  The LXe small animal PET scanner was simulated with 

the same inner diameter and axial length as the F120 in order for the comparisons to be on equal footings. 

 First, radionuclide beta+ decay sites were randomly generated in the GEANT4 “world volume” 

based on predefined source distributions such as a cylindrical rod embedded within a cylindrical 

phantom; then the positron-electron annihilation sites were computed by taking into account an isotropic 

positron drift with a mean range of 0.5 mm (RMS).  The value of 0.5 mm was chosen based on the mean 

positron range for the Fluorine-18 isotope [23], a commonly used isotope in PET imaging.  At the 

post-drift annihilation location, two back-to-back orthogonally polarized 511 keV photons were 

simulated, with non-colinearity effects omitted.  For every photon interaction step within the detector 

volume, in the case of the F120 detector, the crystal IDs for triggered crystals were recorded as position 

information; and in the case of the LXe detector, the actual 3D positions where the photon interacted in 

the detector were recorded.  In both cases, deposited energy was recorded for each interaction step in the 

detector.  No instrumental resolution effects were applied at the simulation stage; instead they were 

parameterized and applied in the analysis stage (See Section 4.1). 

 

Table 3.1.1 Specification of Focus 120 

                     

Detector diameter (cm)    14 

Axial length (cm)     8 

Crystal material      LSO 

Crystal size (mm)     1.5 x 1.5 x 10 

Crystal pitch (mm)     1.6 

No. of Rings      4 

No. of Blocks / Ring     24 

No. of Crystal / Block     12 x 12 

Total No. of Crystals     13,824 

          

Table 3.1.2 Specification of Liquid Xenon small animal PET scanner 

                     

Inner Detector diameter (cm)   14 

Outer Detector diameter (cm)   38 

Axial length (cm)     8 

Scintillation materials     LXe 

Total Liquid Volume (L)    7.84 
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3.2  Phantoms 

Two phantoms were simulated in GEANT4. The first was a polyethylene (C2H4, density 0.960 g/cm
3
) 

cylindrical phantom measuring 5 cm in diameter, 15 cm in length, with a 3.2 mm diameter water rod of 

14 cm length at a radial offset of 12 mm embedded within, which was where the radioactive source 

presided (Figure 3.2.1).  This was a scaled down version of the test phantom specified in NEMA 2001 

standards [24] for use with small animal scanners. 

 The second phantom was an acrylic (C5H8O2, density 1.19 g/cm
3
) micro-Derenzo phantom [25] 

measuring 4 cm in diameter, 5 cm in length, with water cylindrical rods of 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 

mm diameters.  Rod-to-rod separations were twice the rod diameters from center-to-center, and the 

whole micro-Derenzo phantom was immersed in a water cylinder of 6 cm diameter and 9.6 cm length, 

approximately the size of a rat to simulate the scattering effect of the rat’s body.  Note that 

conventionally the imaging of a micro-Derenzo phantom would be carried out without water surrounding 

it (Figure 3.2.2). 

 

Figure 3.2.1.  NEMA-like rat sized polyethylene phantom, measuring 5 cm in diameter, 

15 cm in length, with a source rod of 3.2 mm dia. and 14 cm length.  The cylindrical 

source (blue) was embedded within at 12 mm radial offset. 

 

Figure 3.2.2.  Axial view of the micro-Derenzo image contrast acrylic phantom, 

measuring 4 cm in diameter, 5 cm in length, and with source rods of various sizes.  

Center-to-center separation distances were twice the rod diameters. 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis 

 

The GEANT4 simulation provided output data in a ROOT [16] Tree format on a step-by-step basis for 

each photon that interacted in the detector.  No instrumental resolution effects were added at the 

simulation level; instead these were parameterized in subsequent data analysis using ROOT analysis 

software in order to examine the effects of varying different system settings.  Energy resolution, 

triggering threshold, two-hit separation distance, and detection threshold were varied to test the 

performance.  This chapter will also outline the methods used to estimate real system detection rates 

based on time-independent simulation events and selected instrument parameters, as well as describe the 

Compton reconstruction algorithm employed.  Then, an outline will be given for the NEMA 2001 

standard for estimating True, Scatter, and Random rates from LOR data.  Finally, an overview of a 

simple 2D image reconstruction using filter-back projection technique with MATLAB [17] will also be 

given.
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4.1  System Parameters 

The research into using LXe for scintillation detection is a relatively new field.  As such, improvements 

are continually being made to perfect such instruments.  In order to provide a concise overview of the 

potential capability of an LXe scanner, various system responses had been parameterized and tested 

using values ranging from conservative estimates to more ambitious scenarios. 

 An LXe charge drift chamber would measure both scintillation light and ionization charge 

generated from gamma ray interaction within the LXe, which provided essentially two ways to measure 

the energy deposited.  First the prompt scintillation light (LXe’s scintillation decay time constants are 3 

ns and 27 ns) from all the interactions of a given gamma ray within the LXe would be measured together 

as the interactions occurred effectively simultaneously; it was not possible to separately measure the light 

output from individual interaction sites.  This would provide a measurement of the total energy 

deposited by the incoming photons.  By measuring in coincidence with a second detector on the 

opposite side of the scanner ring, the energy measurements could then be compared to the energy 

threshold for triggering to quickly reject possible Scatter events or photons that were not fully absorbed 

in the LXe. 

 Next, the localized charges liberated at each interaction site would drift slowly towards the anode 

in the presence of an applied electric field.  The slow drift coupled with finely pitched charge sensing 

wires/strips would allow the measurement of not only 3D position information (2 dimensions from an 

orthogonal wire/strip arrangement [26], and the 3
rd

 dimension along the drift direction measured using 

the drift time and drift velocity at the applied field strength) but also the measurements of the energy 

deposited at each interaction sites.  As long as the interaction sites were separated greater than the 

two-hit separation parameter in at least one axis, the ionization charge measurement would be able to 

resolve the different interaction sites individually.  Low energy interactions, however, may not always 

be resolvable in contrast to the base electronic noise fluctuations inherent of the detection system.  The 

simulated parameter that defined this effect was the minimum charge energy threshold. 

 Table 4.1.1 lists the various system parameters used for the LXe scanner, while Table 4.1.2 lists the 

settings used for the MicroPET F120.  Energy resolution measurement using light alone was estimated 

to be 28% FWHM, as previous experiments have reported similar or better results [11,27].   Light 

triggering energy thresholds were chosen to be 220 keV when a 250 keV light-charge combined energy 

window was in use, and 320 keV for light alone when the 350 or 450 keV light-charge energy windows 

were in use, taking into account that energy resolution from scintillating light measurement alone was 

poorer than from using both light and charge measurements.  Energy resolution obtained from light and 

charge combined was modeled conservatively to be 9.4% and 18.8% at 511 keV.  The minimum charge 

energy detection threshold parameter was chosen to be 50 keV at 3-sigma confidence [Private 

communication with F. Retière], where the expected inherent electronic noise level of a possible LXe 

charge drift chamber was approximately 15 keV. 

 The position resolution of photon interaction points was chosen to be 0.7 mm FWHM, which 

corresponded to the nominal position resolution with 1 mm wire spacing for a time projection chamber 
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[28,29].  Charge sharing between induction wires [30] could improve the resolution further.  The 

two-hit separation thresholds were chosen to be 1 mm and 2 mm, corresponding to one or two sensing 

wire spacing between charge clouds, or 0.5 and 1.0 μs in the drift direction given a 2 mm/μs drift 

velocity.  Lastly, the coincidence window and instrument dead times were chosen to be comparable to 

real existing detectors.  The Focus energy resolution was based on published result. 

 

Table 4.1.1 System Response Parameters for simulation of the Liquid Xenon scanner 

                     

Energy resolution – light (FWHM)  28% @ 511 keV 

Triggering thresholds – light    220 keV, 320 keV 

Energy resolutions – light-charge (FWHM) 9.4%, 18.8% @ 511keV 

Minimum charge energy threshold   50 keV for individual site detection 

Energy windows (light-charge)   250 keV, 350 keV, 450 keV 

Position resolution (FWHM)    0.7 mm in all 3 axes 

Two-hit separation distances    1 mm, 2 mm 

Dead time       0.5 μs 

Coincidence window     6 ns 

 

Table 4.1.2 System Responses of Focus 120 microPET 

                     

Energy resolution (FWHM)    18% @ 511 keV [19] 

Energy windows      250 keV, 350 keV, 450 keV 

Dead time       0.5 μs 

Coincidence window     6 ns 

 

4.2   Count Rate Estimates 

The GEANT4 simulation produced data that were not dependent on the source activities; instead, it was a 

simulation of sequential photon pair production.  In order to simulate the measured event rate of a 

scanner with a given source activity, a Poisson statistical model was adapted. 

 The triggering system for the LXe detector was a two-stage system.  The first stage used only the 

prompt scintillation light information, with an expected energy resolution of 28% FWHM using light 

alone, as ionization charge can take up to 60 μs to be measured.  The second triggering stage employed 

the combined light-charge information with improved energy resolution.  For the simulation, an energy 

window of 220 keV for energy measurement using light alone was used in conjunction with a combined 

light-charge energy window of 250 keV, and similarly an energy window of 320 keV for light alone 

(3-sigma wide with respect to 28% FWHM energy resolution measured with light alone) was used in 

conjunction with combined light-charge energy windows of 350 keV and 450 keV thresholds. 

 For each annihilation event, two photons were simulated.  These could both escape undetected 
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(zero), or one of them could interact and be detected while the other photon didn’t (single), or they could 

both be detected by the PET scanner (double).  Additionally, one or both photons could Compton scatter 

off non-active materials prior to being detected by the scanner (scatter).  For our purpose of modelling 

the count rates, the probability of the detector detecting none of (zero), triggering on one of (single), or 

triggering on both of the photons (double-with-scatter and double-without-scatter) from a single 

annihilation event, after taking into account the energy resolution using light measurement alone and the 

energy window with scintillating light, were important.  These probabilities were obtained by applying 

a Gaussian blurring with sigma equal to the scintillating light energy resolution of the total energy 

deposited by a photon from the simulation, and comparing it against the selected scintillating light energy 

window threshold.  The last step was to divide the number of remaining events with sufficient total 

energy by the total number originally simulated. 

 Table 4.2.1 shows the first stage triggering probabilities of detecting zero (P0), triggering on single 

(P1), triggering on double-with-scatter (P2s) or double-without-scatter (P2) photons from each 

annihilation, for the NEMA-like phantom.  Given these probabilities, we could compute the detection 

rates for any given activity A and coincidence window Δt: 

      (4.2.1) 

        (4.2.2) 

         (4.2.3) 

  C2,0 is the triggering rate of a double without scatter event (i.e. detecting both photons  

   from an annihilation which have not Compton scattered prior to being detected.) 

  C2s,0 is the triggering rate of  a double with scatter event 

  C2r,0 is the triggering rate of two independent singles within the coincidence window 

 

Table 4.2.1: probability that the detector detects zero or triggering on single, 

double-with-scatter, or double-without-scatter photons from an annihilation event 

with 28% FWHM energy resolution using light measurement alone, and different 

energy window thresholds, with the NEMA-like phantom. 

Scenario      Etotal > 220 keV  Etotal > 320 keV  

                     

[P0] Zero (%)     56.0    63.3 

[P1] Single (%)     36.8    31.2 

[P2s] Double with scatter (%)  3.0    1.7 

[P2] Double without scatter (%)  4.2    3.8 
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 For LXe, the timing resolution is expected to be on the order of 1 ns or better, but a 6 ns 

coincidence time window was used conservatively.  Next, combining (4.2.1)~(4.2.3) we obtained a total 

first stage trigger rate, taking into account the instrumental dead time τ, 

    total count rate prior to dead time. (4.2.4) 

  [31]    total count rate after dead time (4.2.5) 

Lastly, we must take into account the second stage triggering probabilities, i.e. the probability (denoted 

as ε with different subscripts) that an event of given type would deposit sufficient energy, as measured 

using the combined light-charge resolution and associated energy threshold, we arrive at the final 

detection rates, 

     final rate of double without scatter (4.2.6) 

     final rate of double with scatter (4.2.7) 

     final rate of two coincident singles  (4.2.8) 

The values of ε2, ε2s, and ε2r depended on the combined energy resolution and energy window threshold, 

as well as the reconstruction strategy used.  A Line-of-Response (LOR) rejection technique was also 

used, which required the reconstructed LOR to pass through the phantom.  Table 4.2.2 shows a list of 

the constants obtained using the NEMA-like phantom at various resolution parameters, where the energy 

resolution referred to the energy measurement from using the light and charge combination [11].  To 

obtain these values, one would take a sample of the appropriate data set passing the first stage energy 

threshold, (e.g. a data set of only double-with-scatter-event, or combined single-events in pairs to 

produce a double-random set), then run it through the reconstruction algorithm and compute the 

probability constants as the number of accepted events divided by the number of events started.  In this 

study, I employed a Compton reconstruction algorithm described in the next section. 

 

Table 4.2.2: Second stage triggering constants for different resolution parameters, for 

each energy threshold, 3 columns were listed that showed the different effects 2-hit 

separation and energy resolution had on the triggering constants. 

                     

Energy Window 250 keV 350 keV 450 keV 

2 hit-separation (mm) 1.0  2.0 3.0 1.0  2.0 3.0 1.0  2.0 3.0 

Energy Resolution (%) 9.4  9.4 18.8 9.4  9.4 18.8 9.4  9.4 18.8 

                     

ε2 (%) 88.3  90.4 88.3 88.8  91.0 89.2 83.5  85.6 70.9 

ε2s (%) 51.4  52.3 50.9 56.0  57.1 55.0 22.3  22.6 20.3 

ε2r (%) 14.8  15.1 14.7 14.8  15.1 14.8 11.3  11.6 9.7 
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 Once the three final detection rates (4.2.6)~(4.2.8) were computed, a data file simulating the 

scanner’s detection rate can be prepared.  This was done by scaling the simulated double-with-scatter, 

double-without-scatter, and double-random events (pair-wise combination of single-events) to obtain the 

proper mixing ratio C2:C2s:C2r and total detection rate C2 + C2s + C2r.  The data set then could be used to 

gauge the performance of the detector, e.g. by reconstructing an image from the data or use it to evaluate 

the detector sensitivity (See Chapter 6).  This scaling and mixing approach allowed us to use a single 

large set of simulation data to compute the behaviour of the detector and its performance at various 

energy and position resolution settings and source activities without the need to redo the simulation each 

time with new sets of detector parameters. 

 

4.3  Compton Reconstruction Algorithm 

The basic framework of the Compton reconstruction method used was the same as that described by 

Boggs and Jean [32], and Oberlack et al [14].  The key difference was that in previous work, the 

reconstructions were used for astronomical measurements, where the photons coming from the sky were 

assumed to pass through the detector surface perpendicularly, which was a valid assumption due to the 

distance of the source.  With a PET scanner however, such an assumption was no longer valid.  But 

fortunately, by the nature of the PET systems, each event necessitates the detection of two instead of one 

photons, where upon for every possible trajectory combination, the supposed incoming photon directions 

could be ascertained using the interaction locations of both coincident photons.  This in turn provided 

good differentiating power, as will be demonstrated in later chapters. 

When a photon interacts within the detector, it can Compton scatter multiple times before being 

photo-absorbed (or exit the detector).  A 511 keV photon is roughly three times more likely to Compton 

scatter than be photo-absorbed when it first interacts in LXe.  The simplest interaction configuration is 

the 1-1 case, i.e. the detector registers only 1 resolved interaction point for each of the two photons.  

Recall that in order to resolve multiple interaction points in the detector, each point must deposit more 

energy than the minimum detection threshold, and also must be spatially separated in at least one axis by 

more than the 2-hit separation parameter.  Practically, however, multi-hit scenarios such as 1-2, 1-3, 2-2, 

etc. are more common, and must be taken into account, as they contribute to the blurring of the Line of 

Response (LOR) due to ambiguity on the first interaction points.  The goal of the Compton 

reconstruction algorithm is then to sort through all the possible scattering sequences, and determine the 

path that is the most probable and in turn locate the most likely first interaction points and trace the 

associated LOR. 

 For each coincident event with I number of photon interaction points in the LXe (I  3), there are 

I – 2 number of scattering sites.  The Klein-Nishina formula (4.3.1) outlines the basis of Compton 

kinematics, which computes the expected scattering angle θE,i based on Ei the energy deposited at the i-th 

interaction step. 

         (4.3.1) 
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The Klein-Nishina formula gives a measure of the expected scattering angle given the energy deposited.  

Ideally, if the sequence in question is the correct one, the apparent scattering angle θG,i (4.3.2), computed 

from the interaction position information, will yield the same value as θE,i.  This provides a quantitative 

method to discriminate against false sequences (5). 

           (4.3.2) 

 Where       (4.3.3) 

The ability to identify the correct sequence, however, depends on the position and energy resolutions of 

the system.   Hence, a weighted χ
2
 statistic given the difference in the expected and scattering angles 

was used (4.3.4), with instrumental resolution limits introduced as the error terms in the denominator, 

  [14]       (4.3.4) 

Where the error terms are defined below, 

   (4.3.5) 

   (4.3.6) 

Finally, the viable sequence with the lowest test statistic score was chosen by the reconstruction 

algorithm and the associated LOR identified and recorded.  If no suitable interaction sequence was 

found, the event was discarded. 

 The numerator of equation (4.3.4) is likely to be larger for Scatter or Random events on average 

than for True events.  Hence a maximum χ2 threshold could be set to reject them, or alternatively a 

weighting scheme can be used instead (See Section 5.5 and 5.6).  For the purpose of this thesis, 

however, no effective χ2 cut was used in all but the study on effects of χ2 towards data acceptance in 

order to obtain the maximum count rates or maximum efficiency. 

 

4.4  True, Scatter, and Random Rates with NEMA 2001 Standard 

Thus far our discussion in this chapter had been about how to simulate detection rates using 

time-independent simulation data.  It is paramount for us to make the important distinction between 

rates like double-without-scatter and True events.  While conceptually the same, the first referred to an 

intrinsic process which was not directly distinguishable in actual measurements.  Instead, the definition 

of True, Scatter, and Random events must be consistent and applicable to actual experimental 

measurements, where it was not possible to tell if an event was True, Scatter, or Random intrinsically.  

To address that, the National Electrical Manufacturers Association published a set of standards for rate 

measurements on full sized PET machines [24], which I have adapted and modified to suit the smaller 

animal imaging systems. 

 With the NEMA-like rat-sized phantom, first the reconstructed LORs were mapped onto different 

angular projections, with oblique projections resorted into direct projection using single-slice rebinning 
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technique [33].  Then each projection was shifted and centered on its source peak, then combined with 

all other projections.  A wide band of 34.2 mm was centered on the source peak and all counts outside 

this band set to 0, establishing the total count rates.  True count rates were then estimated as all counts 

within a narrow band of 14.4 mm centered on the source peak that were above a flat background level.  

The background events, i.e. Scatter and Random events, were assumed to be constant over the 14.4 mm 

narrow band centered on the source, and were interpolated as width of the gap multiplied by the average 

event count at the edge of this 14.4 mm band.  The remaining true coincidence counts were events 

within the central narrow band above the background (Figure 4.4.1). 

 

Figure 4.4.1.  Example showing how to obtain True and Background rates from 

combined LOR projections using NEMA 2001 standards. 

 The intrinsic Scatter Fraction (SF) of the system is defined as the ratio of total Scatter background 

to total count rate, when measured at low activity where Random rates would be negligible (i.e. Scatter 

was assumed to be all the background at low activity).  For the simulation, this translated to mixing only 

the double-with-scatter and double-without-scatter events, as the double-random event rate would be 

negligible at low activities.  With a properly mixed data set, we then could obtain the SF by computing 

the ratio of background, which was assumed to be Scatter only, to the total event rate. 

 For higher activities, True coincidence counts were determined as before by assuming the constant 

Scatter and Random background over the central narrow band.  Then the Scatter and Random counts 

were computed as follow (4.4.1)~(4.4.2), where SF was the scattering fraction obtained earlier 

.  [20,21]        (4.4.1) 

  [20,21]       (4.4.2)  
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4.5  Image Reconstruction with MATLAB 

For medical imaging purposes, a reconstructed image can help physicians in diagnosis.  Numerous 

methods exist for PET image reconstruction, such as the Ordered Subset Estimation Maximization 

(OSEM) [34], the Maximum Likelihood-Expectation Maximization (ML-EM) [35], and the Algebraic 

reconstruction techniques (ART) [36].  For simplicity, the simple and fast Filtered-Back Projection 

[37,38] technique was adapted for image reconstruction purpose. 

 The analysed data were first mapped onto sinogram space after instrumental blurring was taken 

into account and, in the case of the LXe scanner, after the Compton reconstruction algorithm was 

applied, using a bin size of 0.3 mm for LXe which had 0.3 mm RMS nominal position resolution, and 0.8 

mm for F120 which had a crystal pitch of 1.6 mm.  Note that for the F120, position information was 

discretized, as each crystal embodied one position coordinate; thus the position resolution was limited to 

the crystal pitch.  Oblique projections were sorted with the single slice re-binning technique into direct 

projections [33]. 

 When applicable, the central projection slice was used in this thesis for image reconstruction 

purposes to take advantage of maximal data counts.  For reasons of simplicity and practicality when 

doing analysis, a custom sinogram data format based on ROOT data structure was used, instead of the 

standard industrial format.  As such, in order to perform image reconstruction, a quick but effective 

method via MATLAB was chosen, where a simple macro can extract and output the pertinent projection 

information from the ROOT file into an ASCII text file in the form of projection row vectors that 

MATLAB can read and process.  The specific implementation of the MATLAB code was adapted 

directly from Akram [39] with the modification to read the projection matrix from text files.  The main 

code structures, including the modified RAMP filter used, remained unchanged.  For an overview on 

filtered-back projections and associated filters, see [37,38]. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulation Discussion 

 

While ultimately it is the comparative performance of the LXe scanner to that of the Focus 120 that is of 

the most interest in ascertaining the potential capability of this liquid medium scanner, it is nevertheless 

insightful to look in details how the analysis algorithm performed.  In particular, the behaviors and 

shortcomings of the Compton reconstruction algorithm, the effects of better energy resolution and more 

stringent energy window requirements on the background noise, as well as the overall event topologies 

and what they may entail for future prospects of next generation high resolution PET scanners.  This 

chapter in particular tries to point out the shortcomings of the Compton reconstruction algorithms, 

possible remedies, and the general effect on background noise.  Chapter 6 will then focus on 

comparisons between the two scanners.
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5.1  Event Topology 

When photons interacted within the LXe detector, they may Compton scatter multiple times before they 

were fully absorbed.  Furthermore, not every scattering site was necessarily registered by the 

instrument.  When two sites were close in proximity, they would register as a single point instead, 

effecting a “merging” of position and energy; in such case an energy weighted position would be 

assigned.  In addition, if an interaction point did not deposit sufficient energy to meet the minimum 

charge energy detection threshold, then it would be treated as electronic noise and not be recorded.  Both 

these factors had the effect of making the final detected event topology consisted of fewer resolved sites 

than were present in reality.  Table 5.1.1~5.1.3 demonstrates this for the case of a 450 keV energy 

window with an associated 9.4% energy resolution using light and charge information.  The responses 

were nearly identical for scenarios with different energy resolutions and energy windows.  In each event 

type, counts were normalized to total accepted counts.  Under the scenario column, 1-1 meant both 

photons only had one resolved site each, 1-2 meant one photon with one resolvable site and the other with 

two, and so on. 

Table 5.1.1 Event topology fraction for double-without-scatter events, for the 

intrinsic case (i.e. before any instrumental resolution limit was applied), and in the 

scenarios where one or both resolution limits were active.  Worth noting is how the 

topology fraction became simpler with more resolution effects applied. 

                     

Topology  Intrinsic  With 2-hit sep.    With minimal   both 

           1 mm only     50 keV detection  

                     

1-1   7.6%    9.7%      9.7%   12.3% 

1-2   20.8%  24.4%     28.0%   31.6% 

1-3   12.6%  13.1%     12.5%   12.0% 

1-4   4.9%   4.4%      2.2%   1.8% 

2-2   14.1%  15.0%     20.2%   20.3% 

2-3   17.3%  16.3%     18.1%   15.5% 

2-4   6.7%   5.5%      3.2%   2.3% 

3-3   5.3%   4.4%      4.0%   2.9% 

3-4   4.0%   2.9%      1.4%   0.9% 

4-4   0.8%   0.5%      0.1%   0.1% 

 An important consequence of the merged points and the discarded points due to insufficient 

energy, as shown in above tables, was that the majority of events (> 90%) were contained in only 5 

scenarios, namely 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 2-2, and 2-3.  As a result, analysis efforts would be focused on these 5 

scenarios for the sake of simplicity, without loss of generality.  This simplification also assisted in 

reducing the computation complexity of the algorithm, as a 2-3 topology contained potentially 12 

possible trajectories, while a 3-3 topology would contain 36 possible trajectories, and so on. 
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Table 5.1.2 Event topology fraction for double-with-scatter events, for the intrinsic 

case (i.e. before any instrumental resolution limit was applied), and in the scenarios 

where one or both resolution limits were active.  Worth noting is how the topology 

fraction became simpler with more resolution effects applied. 

                     

Topology  Intrinsic  With 2-hit sep.    With minimal   both 

         1 mm only     50 keV detection  

                     

1-1   7.6%   9.6%      10.2%   12.7% 

1-2   21.5%  25.0%     29.4%   33.1% 

1-3   12.8%  13.2%     12.1%   11.6% 

1-4   4.3%   3.8%      1.9%   1.6% 

2-2   15.0%  16.1%     21.2%   21.1% 

2-3   17.4%  16.2%     17.3%   14.6% 

2-4   6.4%   5.3%      2.7%   2.0% 

3-3   5.2%   4.2%      3.5%   2.4% 

3-4   3.7%   2.6%      1.2%   0.6% 

4-4   0.7%   0.4%      0.1%   0.0% 

 

Table 5.1.3 Event topology fractions for double-random events, for the intrinsic case 

(i.e. before any instrumental resolution limit was applied), and in the scenarios where 

one or both resolution limits were active.  Worth noting is how the topology fraction 

became simpler with more resolution effects applied. 

                     

Topology  Intrinsic  with 2-hit sep.    with minimal   both 

         1 mm only     50 keV detection  

                     

1-1   7.7   9.9%      9.8%   12.5% 

1-2   21.1%  24.7%     28.3%   32.0% 

1-3   12.7%  13.1%     12.4%   11.9% 

1-4   4.8%   4.3%      2.2%   1.8% 

2-2   14.3%  15.2%     20.3%   20.4% 

2-3   17.3%  16.2%     18.0%   15.3% 

2-4   6.5%   5.3%      3.1%   2.2% 

3-3   5.3%   4.3%      3.9%   2.8% 

3-4   3.9%   2.8%      1.4%   0.8% 

4-4   0.7%   0.5%      0.1%   0.1% 
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5.2   Acceptance 

Based on the Compton kinematics, in principle, we could suppress Scatter and Random contributions by 

setting a χ
2
 threshold on acceptable events.  However, this came at a penalty to the True count rate as 

well, which was not always desirable depending on the objective of the PET scan. 

 To quantify this, we looked at the fraction of accepted True, Scatter, and Random counts as a 

function of the χ
2
 threshold.  Here acceptance was defined as the ratio of the total number of counts 

below the χ
2
 threshold to the total number of detected counts when no threshold was in place, for each of 

the event type, at 1 mCi activity.  The results for different event topologies were plotted in Figures 5.2.1 

for 9.4% energy resolution, energy window threshold of 450 keV, and 2-hit separation threshold of 1 

mm.  The general trend demonstrated held true for differing energy resolutions and energy window 

thresholds. 

  

 

Figure 5.2.1.  Acceptance for True, Scatter, and Random coincidences as a function of 

χ2 threshold, for a) 1-2, b) 1-3, c) 2-2, d) 2-3 event topologies, with the simulated NEMA 

phantom.  Data shown here were for the case with 9.4% energy resolution, 1 mm 2-hit 

separation, 450 keV energy window, and source activity of 1 mCi.  The 1-1 topology was 

not shown here because it was not applicable under the Compton reconstruction 

algorithm because it had only 2 interaction sites in total while the algorithm required at 

least 3. 
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 From Figure 5.2.1 it was apparent that we had different True-to-Backgrounds ratios at different χ
2
 

thresholds with different event topologies, where backgrounds were Scatter and Random events 

combined.  In particular, topologies involving doublets, i.e. at least one photon with 2 and only 2 

resolvable interaction sites such as in 1-2 and 2-2 topologies, typically have worse True-to-Background 

ratios than the triplets which had at least one photon having 3 resolvable sites such as in 1-3 and 2-3.  It 

was also evident that one could reduce the Random fraction while maintaining most of the True events by 

setting a χ2 threshold.  For example, in the 1-3 case, a threshold of 10 meant only about 55% of Random 

would be accepted in comparison to 75% of Scatter and nearly 95% of True events accepted.  Note, this 

meant 100%-55% = 45% reduction to the Random events and 100%-75% = 25% reduction to the Scatter 

events that were originally accepted by the energy window threshold rejection technique and had passed 

the LOR check.  Thus the χ
2
 threshold provided a way to further reduce the backgrounds. 

 The fact that the triplet topologies had better True-to-Background ratios could be understood as the 

triplets were, by having more interaction sites, more kinematically constrained than doublet topologies.  

In addition, there existed an inherent limitation with the doublet topology that hindered the 

reconstruction algorithm’s ability to correctly identify the correct sequence.  This property was termed 

the Double-Site Ambiguity (DSA), and is discussed below. 

 

5.3  Double-Site Ambiguity 

The Double-Site Ambiguity (DSA) was an inherent problem of doublet topologies (e.g. 1-2 and 2-2) that 

prevented the correct identification of the actual interaction sequence in some circumstances.  As a 

reminder, note that doublets here meant the same double-without-scatter events in simulation (Section 

4.2) that ended up with only 2 resolvable interaction sites for one or both of the photons in the pair.  It 

made little sense to include double-with-scatter and double-random events in this discussion, however, 

as no LOR identified could be considered “correct” for these events. 

 The DSA applied to the photon that had only 2 resolvable interaction sites; when both of the 

interaction steps for this photon had comparable energy deposits, as seen under the influence of limited 

system resolution, then they would have the comparable kinematically expected scattering (4.3.3).  

Furthermore, when the energy deposits were comparable, for a doublet it also meant the actual scattering 

angle was close to 90
0
.  Since the 2 interaction points were separated by a short distance (typically up to 

a few mm) compared to the baseline distance to the 2nd photon on the opposite side of the detector (100’s 

of mm in small animal scanner), geometrically this formed nearly an isosceles triangle, which meant the 

apparent geometric scattering angles associated with both possible trajectories (4.3.3) were also 

comparable (Figure 5.3.1).  Therefore, the numerators of the Compton statistics (4.3.4) for both 

trajectories were of the same magnitude, and the reconstruction technique failed to favour the correct 

trajectory and had roughly equal chance of selecting either trajectory in such cases.  Figure 5.3.2 

illustrates this effect, where the two complementary dips in identification fractions (the fraction of times 

when the algorithm selected the correct trajectory), and their associated widths, marked the region of 

scattering angles where DSA prevented the efficient identification of the true trajectory. 
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Figure 5.3.1.  Geometric representation of the Double-Site Ambiguity topology, where 

comparable energy deposits and apparent scatter angles prevented efficient identification 

of the true trajectory.  The figure is not to scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3.2.  Identification fraction vs. scattering angle for the 1-2 topology, 

demonstrating the complimentary nature of the Double-Site Ambiguity event where 

efficient identification of the true trajectory was hampered around 90 degree scattering 

angle. 
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5.4  Background Noise 

Due to DSA as discussed above, it was evident that doublet topologies were more “noisy” than triplets.  

This explained why the acceptance as a function of χ
2
 plots for doublets had poorer True-to-background 

ratio for doublets than triplets, as shown in Figures 5.2.1.  By comparing the point spread function, i.e. 

sinogram profile of the system’s response to a point source in the center of the field of view, the intrinsic 

different in noise levels between the doublets and the triplets topologies could be demonstrated.  The 

point spread function was obtained by simulating, processing, and mapping the LORs onto sinogram 

space as described previously for the LXe detector with a central point source at 1 mCi activity, 0.5 μs 

deadtime, 6 ns coincidence window, 450 keV energy window, 9.4% energy resolution, a 2-hit separation 

of 1 mm, and no χ2 threshold limit.  While no specific imaging time span was set a priori, the gathered 

statistics from the simulation were equivalent to 20 min. of imaging time.  The results are shown in 

Figure 5.4.1 (normalized to total counts) and 5.4.2 (un-normalized), demonstrating relatively noise 

content and relative signal strength of each topology.. 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.  Point spread functions of the different event topologies for a point source 

simulated in the center of the field of view at 1 mCi activity, 0.5 μs deadtime, 6 ns 

coincidence window, 9% energy resolution, a 2-hit separation of 1 mm, and a 450 keV 

energy window with the LXe detector.  Bin width was set at 0.3 mm equal to the intrinsic 

position resolution of the LXe detector simulated.  Data were normalized within each 

topology to better demonstrate the noisy tails to the sides of the central peak, in 

particular how noisy the doublet topologies were. 
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Figure 5.4.2.  Point spread functions of the different event topologies for a point source 

in the center of the field of view simulated at 1 mCi activity, 0.5 μs deadtime, 6 ns 

coincidence window, 9% energy resolution, a 2-hit separation of 1 mm, and a 450 keV 

energy window on the LXe detector.  Bin width was set at 0.3 mm equal to the intrinsic 

position resolution of the LXe detector simulated.  Data here were un-normalized, 

intending to demonstrate that the most noisy topology (i.e. 1-2) also accounted for the 

most statistics. 

 

5.5  Noise Reduction Schemes: Filtering 

While acknowledging the inherent trade-offs between good signal-to-noise ratio and larger total data 

volume, it was nevertheless insightful to discuss and test the various noise reduction schemes available in 

order to see how they behave, and to get some insight as to when each scheme may be useful. 

  In general, we have two categories of techniques at our disposal for noise reduction.  The first is 

the filtering method, where we set some physical limits on the accepted data, such as the χ
2
 threshold cut.  

The effect of the χ
2
 threshold on event acceptance was described in Section 5.2, where the figures showed 

the acceptance of True, Scatter, and Random events as functions of the χ
2
 threshold for different event 

topologies.  As always, any cuts will reduce True counts and total data rate to some extent.  However, 

the relative abundance of Random to True events would increase as the source activity increases, a χ
2
 

threshold cut aiming at Random reduction could be quite effective at higher activity if obtaining maximal 

data rate was not the main imaging objective. 

 While we almost always have a non-zero energy window threshold for any PET imaging, in 
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essence the energy window qualified as another filtering method, which played a large role in noise 

control.  In principle, the energy window threshold helped to reduce Scatter events which had some lost 

energy unaccounted for.  Furthermore, the energy window also helped to reduce some Random events, 

in particular, those that resulted from single scattered photons or incomplete interaction/escaped photons.  

However, due to real-life instrumental energy resolution limitations, some otherwise True events may be 

rejected as well due to random fluctuations. 

 Table 5.5.1 below tabulates the effects of changing the energy window on the fraction of the 

number of accepted events, normalized to the case of 9% energy resolution and 250 keV energy window, 

with the simulated NEMA phantom.  As we can see, in order to maintain most of the True events rates 

while suppressing the background, it was paramount to have good energy resolution.  For example, at 

the energy resolution of 18% FWHM, 31% of the True events were lost when using a 450 keV energy 

window, but only 14% of the True were lost if the energy resolution was 9%.  At the same time, scatter 

counts were proportionally higher at worse energy resolution, as expected.  Therefore, we required 

superior energy resolution in order to make good use of the more aggressive energy window setting. 

 

Table 5.5.1 Fractions of True, Scatter, and Random events accepted at different 

energy resolutions for different energy windows.  Counts were normalized to counts 

at 250 keV at 9% FWHM energy resolution.  2-hit separation of 1 mm and dead time 

of 0.5 μs were used, with a simulated source activity of 1 mCi for the NEMA phantom. 

                     

 True Events Scatter Events Random Events 

Energy Resolution 9% 19% 9% 19% 9% 19% 

                     

Energy Window Count Fractions 

250 keV 100% 95% 100% 108% 100% 100% 

350 keV 91% 87% 75% 83% 74% 74% 

450 keV 86% 69% 44% 45% 57% 48% 

 

 A filtering method which came at nearly no cost to True data rate was the LOR check, which 

required that every coincident pair of photon must have at least one viable LOR, among all its possible 

trajectories, passing through the phantom.  Naturally, this method was particularly useful for Random 

reduction due to the nature of Random coincidences originate from two independent annihilations.  In 

the simulation we found that 84% of the Random events accepted by the energy window filter were 

rejected by the LOR check, compared to 12% for Scatter and 8% for True event, in the case of 450 keV 

energy window with 9% energy resolution.  The general trend held true for lower energy windows and 

worse energy resolutions. 
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5.6  Noise Reduction Schemes: Weighting 

The second category of noise reduction scheme is the weighting method.  In contrast to the filtering 

method, weighting uses all available data instead of rejecting them, by giving different degrees of 

significance to different events.  In a way, one could think of filtering method as a special case of the 

weighting scheme, where the weights were either 1 or 0. 

 There are many possible weighting schemes and scaling functions one may use, more than is 

possible to list here.  Hence, I will only describe methods which arise naturally out of the different 

background-to-signal ratio of the different topologies. 

 First, recall the DSA problems associated with the doublet topologies.  Figure 5.3.1 showed that 

the efficiency in determining the correct trajectory was dependent on the scattering angle.  In principle 

then, we could assign a weighting factor for each doublet event based on its apparent scattering angle and 

the associated identification fraction.  For instance, a weight of 1 may be assigned to scattering angles 

with identification fraction of 1, and a weight of 0 for the case of 0.5 ID fraction, following a linear scale 

in-between or use other types of scaling (e.g. quadratic weighting to suppress only the scattering angles 

with the lowest efficiencies.)  Figure 5.6.1 demonstrates the effects of two different weighting scales, a 

linear one and a quadratic one, on the 1-2 doublet topologies using the sinogram profiles of a central 

point source. 

 

 

Figure 5.6.1.  Normalized point spread function for the 1-2 topology, showing the effects 

of a) no weighting, b) weighting with a linear function, c) and weighting with a quadratic 

function on the tail background noise contribution, as well as the reduction in event 

counts relative to the un-weighted case.  Data was simulated with the point source in the 

center of the field of view at 1 mCi activity, 0.5 μs deadtime, 6 ns coincidence window, 

9% energy resolution, a 2-hit separation of 1 mm, and a 450 keV energy window on the 

LXe detector. 

 With the weighting approach, the background event counts relative to the central source peak were 

reduced, which were shown in the figures as relatively smaller background.  This reduction, however, 

came at the cost of the reduction in the total event count, as noted in the figure labels.  Similarly, this 

weighting by identification fraction method could be extended for other topologies, and further 
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improvements in the signal-to-background ratio may be obtained, but always with the associated event 

count cost. 

 

5.7  Noise Reduction Schemes: Remarks 

In the previous two sections we discussed briefly some of the weighting schemes attempted with the LXe 

simulation results.  As mentioned earlier, there were other schemes possible that were not tested due to 

the time that would be required.  Nonetheless, there was one idea of interest that I would mention next. 

 Since the two photons coming from electron-positron annihilation are mutually orthogonally 

polarized, scattering information may be used to select true events against the background [Private 

communication with D. Bryman].  Since Compton scattering angles are preferentially determined by the 

polarization, this means the two associated photons from an annihilation would have correlated 

scattering angles.  Hence, in principle, a polarized scattering-correlation weighting scheme may be 

constructed to evaluate the likelihood of a trajectory as being the correct one, and by extension how 

likely the event is a True event.  This, in theory, will help to reduce backgrounds when the photons are 

either not orthogonally polarized as in Random events, or when the polarization information is lost due to 

prior scatterings as in Scatter events.  The application of this method would be limited however, as it 

requires both photons to scatter at least once each, namely requiring 2-2, 2-3, and more complicated 

topology.  Section 5.1 showed that the 2-2 and higher complexity topologies accounted for only 20% of 

the total event topology distributions, thus limiting the range of application of this concept. 

 The main theme of noise reduction, as mentioned and stressed repeatedly, had always been 

trade-offs.  Because instrumental resolution limited the extent of our ability to filter out backgrounds 

with little cost to desirable signals, eventually any further noise suppression must come with associated 

signal penalties.  Sometimes better noise suppression may be more desirable despite the penalty in 

signal cost, and sometimes this would not be the case.  In the end, one must always keep the imaging 

objectives in mind when deciding which, if any, noise reduction scheme to use to best achieve the goals.
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Chapter 6 

Contextualizing the Simulation 

 

In Chapter 4, we detailed how to compute, using simulated data, the counting rates of the detector via a 

Poisson model.  In Chapter 5, we discussed the simulation analysis aspects of the liquid xenon detector, 

and the success and shortfalls associated with the Compton reconstruction algorithm.  We also 

discussed possible methods for further noise suppression, at the cost of reducing good signals and overall 

statistics.  It was concluded that there was no perfect solution that worked every time.  Instead, for the 

best results, we had to tailor our noise suppression methods to the imaging objectives intended. 

 In this chapter, we will compare the simulated results for the liquid xenon detector with the 

simulated results of the Focus F120 MicroPET detector.  I will present the sensitivity and the point 

spread function of both simulated detectors, using a central point source.  Also, the simulated scattered 

fraction and noise-equivalent count rates with the NEMA-like rat size phantom will be presented for both 

detectors.  Finally, the reconstructed images of both detectors imaging the micro-Derenzo contrast 

phantom will be presented.  Lastly, I will make prediction what the simulated results entail for the 

potential capability of the liquid xenon technology in practical measurements. 
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6.1  Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of a PET detector is defined as the ratio of the attenuation-less True coincidence rate to 

the total source activity for a point source at the center of the field of view, at low activity where the 

Random contribution is negligible.  In real measurements, the source must be enclosed by some 

attenuators to provide containment and annihilation sites for the positrons.  By measuring the True 

coincidence rates with attenuators of different thickness, one then extrapolates the attenuation-less 

coincidence rates when attenuator thickness is zero, and uses it to quantify the sensitivity of a detector. 

 From the simulation stand point, we can bypass the attenuator and simulate a point source directly.  

This was done for both the Focus 120 detector and our LXe detector, under identical conditions where 

applicable, and the results are listed in Table 6.1.1.  See section 4.4 for details on how to obtain the True 

coincidence rate. 

 While the Focus results were consistent with experimental data [19,20,21], please note that the 

LXe PET results represented the ideal case where the entire liquid volume was active, and that the liquid 

volume covered the full detection ring and had no segmentations.  In practice, however, a LXe detector 

would be segmented into sectors for reasons of modularity and engineering constraints, and would then 

introduce gaps between sectors and consequently lower the sensitivity.  Conservatively, we determined 

this geometric constraint could reduce detection efficiency to approximately 9/10.  Additionally, within 

each sector, a small fraction of the volume would be inefficient for light detection, due to the close 

proximity to photo-detector arrays.  We estimated this effect could reduce detection efficiency to 5/6.  

Combined together, a final detection efficiency of 3/4 = 9/10 * 5/6, or 75% was applied to the simulated 

results to extrapolate the sensitivity of a real detector, which was reported in Table 6.1.1.  Even with the 

geometric efficiency reduction factored in, however, the simulation suggested that the LXe detector had 

approximately 3 times or better sensitivity than the Focus 120, at the same operating conditions.  This 

was understood as the direct consequence of the LXe scanner having more active detection volume than 

F120, because the F120 contained much dead space between its crystals. 

 

Table 6.1.1 Simulated Sensitivity for Focus 120 and LXe Detector, with the 75% 

geometric reduction taken into account, for 6 ns coincidence window and 0.5 μs dead 

time. 

                     

Energy Window   LXe PET
*
  Focus 120   

                     

250 keV    10.2%  3.5% 

350 keV    9.3%   3.1% 

450 keV    8.7%   2.6%    

*simulated with 1 mm 2-hit separation and energy resolution of 9% FWHM at 511 keV. 
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6.2  Point Spread Function 

As mentioned before, the sinogram profile for a point source located in the center of the field of view  is 

commonly referred to as the Point Spread Function or PSF for short.  PSF characterizes a detector’s 

response function to a localized point source, and can give a measure of the detector’s position 

resolution.  However, note that in the simulation performed, the detector position resolution was a 

parameterized factor in the case of the LXe detector, and thus the PSF cannot be used to gauge its 

position resolution.  For the LXe detector, 0.3 mm bin width was used, equalling the position resolution 

chosen for the simulated detector based on wire pitch of 1 mm.  For the F120, 0.8 mm bin width was 

used, equalling to half the crystal pitch.  The results are shown in Figure 6.2.1. 

 

Figure 6.2.1.  Point spread function for the a) LXe and b) Focus 120 detector, with the 

point source in the center of the field of view at 1 mCi activity, and using 0.5 μs 

instrumental deadtime each with a 6 ns coincidence window, at different energy window.  

9% energy resolution and 2-hit separation of 1 mm were used for LXe detector, while an 

energy resolution of 18% was used for the Focus 120.  A χ
2
 threshold of 1 was set for the 

LXe detector for noise reduction, no other weighting scheme was used. 

 The important feature in Figure 6.2.1 was the noise level, which was characterized by the broad tail 

in both cases.  From the PSF it was evident both detectors had similar noise background (see next 

section for a quantitative discussion), which may be counterintuitive given LXe’s better energy 

resolution.  However, in the F120 case the noise was mainly due to Scatter events whereas in the LXe 

case the noise was mostly due to the impacts of DSA.  The RMS values of the central peaks were not of 

interest because the scanner position resolutions were parameters used in the simulations. 

 

6.3  Scatter Fraction 

One of the main advantages of using LXe was that with the enhanced position and energy resolution, 

background reduction could be improved.  Indirect evidence to this effect was presented in Chapter 5, 

where the True-to-Background ratio of the acceptance v.s. χ
2
 threshold curves (Figure 5.2.1) suggested 

such capability.  To quantify the system’s performance, simulations of the intrinsic scatter fraction with 

the NEMA-like rat sized phantom were performed.  No χ
2
 threshold was set, and no weighting scheme 
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was used.  As mentioned in section 4.4, the scatter fraction was the ratio of background to total event 

rate, measured at low activity when Random contribution was negligible.  See section 4.4 for further 

details. 

 At first glance of Table 6.3.1, the scatter fraction was not improved as significantly as one might 

expect for the enhanced energy resolution of the LXe.  In reality, the apparent “scattered” events in the 

case of the LXe at high energy window were largely due to misidentified doublets as the result of DSA 

(See Section 5.3), rather than Scatter events in the conventional sense.  Although this made no real 

difference when it came to image reconstructions, it was important to point out that better energy 

resolution would not significantly reduce this part of background contribution, as these events had not 

lost energy prior to being detected, and thus were not subject to the energy threshold filtering like actual 

Scatter events would. 

 The simulated results for the 250 keV and 350 keV energy windows with the F120 scanner were 

consistent with what had been measured experimentally [19,20,21], and this provided support for the 

simulation methodology, and by extension gives credence to the claim that the LXe could perform on par 

with the existing detectors.  Furthermore, the LXe detector’s improved sensitivity meant that the overall 

statistics and image quality would be improved further.  To examine the full effect, we need to look at 

the noise-equivalent count rates of both systems, which is discussed in the next section. 

 

Table 6.3.1 Simulated Scattering Fraction for the Focus 120 and the LXe Detector, 

with 6 ns coincidence window and 0.5 μs dead time, with the NEMA phantom. 

                     

Energy Window    LXe PET
*
    Focus 120 

                     

250 keV     31%     35% 

350 keV     23%     24% 

450 keV     20%     22% 

*simulated measured with 2-hit separation of 1mm, and energy resolution of 9% FWHM, 

and a χ
2
 threshold of 1 was chosen where the acceptance of identifying True coincidence 

was ~50%. 

 

6.4  Noise Equivalent Count Rates 

Noise Equivalent Count Rate (NECR), defined as the square of the True rate divided by the total detected 

rate, under the assumption that the Random subtraction method is noiseless, is a commonly used 

performance indicator for PET.  With the heightened sensitivity of the LXe detector, it was expected 

that the associated NECR rates would be higher compared to the Focus 120 at any given activity; and this 

was what was found, as shown in Figure 6.4.1.  The simulation showed a dramatic 4-fold improvement 

in the NECR for the LXe system, with a maximal NECR of 340 kcps at 80 MBq activity for the LXe, in 

contrast with a maximal NECR of 80 kcps at 80 MBq activity for the Focus detector.  At 250 keV 
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energy threshold, the improvement in NECR was a factor of 3, roughly equal to the increase in 

sensitivity.  However, at 450 keV energy threshold, the LXe detector outperformed the F120 by 

approximately a factor of 4.  This was understood as the result of LXe’s enhanced energy resolution’s 

ability to suppress Scatter events effectively. 

Figure 6.4.1.  Noise equivalent count rate as a function of the source activity for 

different energy windows for the LXe and Focus 120 detector simulated with the NEMA 

phantom.  Instrumental dead time of 0.5 μs was used, along with a 6 ns coincidence 

window.  9% energy resolution at 511 keV and a 2-hit separation of 1 mm were used for 

the LXe detector, while an energy resolution of 18% at 511 keV was used for the Focus 

120.  No χ
2
 threshold and no weighting scheme were used for the LXe detector in order 

to obtain the maximal rate. 

 While no χ
2
 was set in the making of Figure 6.4.1 to obtain the maximal data rate, this we 

concluded was a fairly reasonable approximation to the condition a real LXe detector may operate under.  

We believed the LXe’s 3-fold improvement in sensitivity and therefore statistics should offset the need 

for further background reduction in most situations.  In the scenarios where further background 

reduction is desired, however, NECR peak would be reduced as a result but the reduction was not likely 

to be more than 25%, so the LXe detector should still have considerably higher NECR than existing 

systems. 
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6.5  Reconstructed Images 

One of the goals of PET scanners is to produce images for diagnosis.  For this purpose, we used the 

micro-Derenzo image contrast phantom in the simulation, and employed a MATLAB filtered-back 

projection with a modified RAMP filter with a cut-off at the Nyquist frequency (See Section 4.5 for 

details).  Projection bin widths were 0.8 mm for the Focus, and 0.3 mm for LXe, as discussed 

previously.  Positron range was simulated with an RMS range of 0.5 mm, corresponding to the range of 

Fluorine-18, a commonly used isotope in PET.  The acollinearity effect was not simulated.  The 

resultant image comparison is shown in Figure 6.5.1.   

 The ring patterns for the Focus 120 were a normal artifact of the filtered back projection algorithm 

coupled with the discretized coordinate system of the scintillating crystals.  Furthermore, while the 

Focus detector had trouble resolving rods smaller than 1.6 mm in diameter, the LXe detector was capable 

of resolving rods close to 1.0 mm diameter.  Due to the usual positron range being comparable to 1 mm 

or higher for the isotopes used in medical imaging, resolution better than 1 mm would not improve the 

image further. 

 

 

Figure 6.5.1.  Reconstructed image for the Micro-Derenzo phantom immersed under 

water for 450 keV energy windows with the Focus 120 and the LXe detectors, using the 

central 2D slices.  Rod diameters were, oriented counter-clockwise from the bottom, 2.0 

mm, 1.8 mm, 1.6 mm, 1.4 mm, 1.2 mm, and 1.0 mm.  Rod-to-rod separation was twice 

the rod diameters.  Event statistics roughly equals to 20 minutes of imaging for a source 

activity of 1 mCi, and no χ
2
 threshold was used.  A modified RAMP filter with the usual 

Nyquist cut-off was applied.  See section 4.5 for details on the reconstruction algorithm. 
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Conclusion 

 In this thesis I discussed the potential capability of the liquid xenon technology as it pertained to 

the field of positron emission tomographic scans.  Due to liquid xenon’s fast scintillation decay signal, 

improved timing and position resolutions, as well as high charge and light yield, a liquid xenon time 

projection chamber promised to provide unprecedented imaging capabilities.  In order to explore the 

feasibility of using the LXe technology for PET applications, simulation methodologies and count rate 

model were developed to evaluate the potential of the LXe system.  In doing so, performance testing of 

a Compton reconstruction algorithm was carried out, and we discussed the inherent difficulties in 

selecting the correct Lines or Response in some of the interactions due to geometric considerations. 

 We then simulated a conventional scintillating crystal-based detector, the MicroPET Focus 120, 

and compared the simulated performance of both the Focus and the LXe scanners.  We found that in 

many respects the LXe performed better than the Focus detector, most dramatically in the improvements 

of sensitivity (3 folds) and the noise-equivalent count rate (4 folds).  However, there was no significant 

improvement to the scatter, but this was found to be the result of the double-site ambiguity, rather than 

the failing of the LXe system to reject actual Scatter events.  This last point, however, meant that it 

would be difficult to further improve the scatter fraction without risking the loss of good data via 

weighting or filtering schemes. 

 The biggest advantages of the liquid xenon detector were in its improvements to detection 

sensitivity, energy resolutions, and position resolutions, all leading to improved images.    In addition, 

it was also possible to further reduce noise via different filtering and weighting techniques, but usually at 

some cost to the overall statistics.  There was always a game of trade-offs between balancing the noise 

content and maintaining good statistics, and one which we must always be mindful of in order to 

optimize our strategies to accomplish the imaging objectives. 

 In conclusion, this thesis sought to examine the potentials of the liquid xenon technology for 

medical imaging purposes.  I have found that liquid xenon approach was indeed a promising tool for 

PET applications, as demonstrated by its enhanced performance in comparison with commercially 

available scanners, using the commonly used image quality estimators.
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